1. Introduction

In this chapter, I will give further support for two points that are commonly found in the literature on Japanese.

*Stranded numeral quantifiers in Japanese identify copy of A-movement* (Miyagawa 1989; see also Ueda 1986).

*Japanese is a scopally rigid language; quantifier scope ambiguity obtains if one quantifier is overtly moved over another quantifier.* (Kuroda 1971).

The first assumption is based on the idea that a numeral quantifier and its associate NP must observe strict locality, and when a numeral quantifier is stranded, it is because there is a copy of the associated NP that meets the locality requirement.

* * *

*I am grateful to Bronwyn Bjorkman, Yusuke Imai, Toshiaki Inada, Beth Levin, Masako Maeda, Hiroki Maezawa, Nobuaki Nishioka, Hiroaki Tada, DaeYoung Sohn, and Yukiko Ueda. A group of graduate students at Kyushu University went through the key examples in an earlier version this work, and their careful judgments identified numerous empirical issues attendant to the examples. This paper was presented at MIT, Kyushu University and Nagoya University in May/June 2011, where I received a number of helpful comments that helped to shape the final version of this chapter.*
Often this copy occurs precisely where one expects the copy of A-movement to occur, which gives evidence for A-movement. A number of counterexamples have been presented in the literature to this locality requirement of the associate NP and its numeral quantifier. Building on the work of Borer (2005), I will argue that many of the counterexamples fall under a particular aspectual interpretation — telic — and by making one assumption about the external argument for this aspect interpretation, we can continue to uphold the approach to numeral quantifiers that assumes strict locality. The evidence provides a particularly strong argument for the predicate-internal subject position, which is one of the most important concepts that distinguish MP from GB, yet evidence for it is hard to come by. What I will present also clarifies the relation that a stranded NQ has to the event expressed by the verbal predicate, something that has been noted, but has not been given a formal analysis that is consistent with the local nature of NQs. For the second assumption, that of scopal rigidity, we will see that, here, too, telicity plays a crucial role. What I will show is that, contrary to the widely-held assumption of scopal rigidity, which refers to the fact that quantifier scope that is the inverse of surface c-command relation is impossible, does not hold in telic examples, something which has not been noticed before in any systematic way. I will demonstrate that the structure I propose for stranded numeral quantifiers accounts readily for the surprising existence of inverse scope in telic sentences. What we will see is that the phenomenon is consistent with the observation by Kuroda (1971) that in Japanese, overt movement of a quantifier across another quantifier leads to scopal ambiguity. In Kuroda’s work, the overt movement that induces inverse scope is scrambling, but in the telic examples, it is overt movement of the object quantifier to the domain of aspect head,
which has the effect of the object quantifier c-commanding the copy of the subject quantifier in the specifier of vP. I will begin with numeral quantifiers.¹

2. Stranding of quantifiers

Stranded quantifiers have been an important source of empirical argumentation for identifying where copies of displaced elements lie. Sportiche (1988) notes that the distribution of stranded quantifier in French and English identifies the predicate-internal subject position.

(1)  a. Tous les enfants ont vu ce film.
    all the children have seen this movie

    b. Les enfants ont tous ___ vu ce film.
    the children have all seen this movie (Sportiche 1988: 426)

On the assumption that the universal quantifier tous must be in a strictly local relation with the associated noun phrase les enfants, (1b) indicates that there is a copy of the noun phrase next to the stranded quantifier that fulfills the locality requirement, and this position corresponds to the predicate-internal subject position, an A-position that was not identified in GB but has come to play a critical role in the minimalist program era (see also Kuroda 1988, among others, who independently proposed the predicate-internal subject position).

¹Numeral quantifiers occur in a number of constructions (see Kamio 1977, Watanabe 2006, among others). In this chapter, I focus on the NP(-case)-NQ sequence as well as those cases of NQ stranding.
Stranded numeral quantifiers in Japanese also give evidence for the existence of copies left by movement. The following is the standard paradigm based on Haig 1980 and especially Kuroda 1980 (see Miyagawa and Arikawa 2007 for further discussion).

(2) Standard paradigm

a. Gakusei-ga san-nin sake-o nonda.
   student-NOM 3-CL\textsubscript{SUB} sake-ACC drank
   ‘Three students drank sake.’

b. *Gakusei-ga sake-o san-nin nonda.
   student-NOM sake-ACC 3-CL\textsubscript{SUB} drank
   ‘Three students drank sake.’ \hspace{1cm} (Haig 1980, Kuroda 1980)

c. Hon-o gakusei-ga go-satu katta.
   book-ACC student-NOM 5-CL\textsubscript{OBJ} bought
   ‘Students bought five books.’ \hspace{1cm} (Haig 1980, Kuroda 1980)

In (2a) the numeral quantifier (NQ) san-nin ‘3-CL’ and the associated subject noun phrase ‘students’ are adjacent to each other, but in (2b) the adjacency is violated because the object intervenes between the two. (2c) shows that, unlike the subject, the object can move away from its NQ and still meet adjacency, indicating that there is a copy of the moved object next to the object-oriented FNQ go-satu ‘5-CL’, shown by the underline below.

(3) Hon-o gakusei-ga \underline{___} go-satu katta.
   book-ACC student-NOM 5-CL\textsubscript{OBJ} bought
   ‘Students bought five books.’
In Miyagawa (1989) and Ueda (1986), this line of argument is extended to the passive construction to demonstrate that the so-called direct passive involves movement; the following is from Miyagawa (1989).

(4) Kuruma\(_i\)-ga dorobo-by \(\_\) ni-dai nusum-are-ta.  
\text{car-NOM thief-by \(\_\) 2-CL steal-PASS-PAST}

‘Two cars were stolen by a thief.’

The subject-oriented NQ \(ni-dai\) ‘2-CL’ is separated from the derived subject noun phrase \(kuruma\)-\(ga\) ‘cars-NOM’ by the by-phrase, yet the sentence is perfectly grammatical because there is a copy of the subject next to the FNQ \(ni-dai\) ‘2-CL’.

In Miyagawa (1989) I further show that the stranded NQ can distinguish between unaccusative and unergative constructions.

(5) a. Doai\(_i\)-ga kono kagi-de \(\_\) futa-tu aita.  
\text{door-NOM this key-with \(\_\) 2-CL opened}

‘Two doors opened with this key.’

b. *Kodomo\(_i\)-ga geragera-to san-nin waratta.  
\text{children-NOM loudly 3-CL laughed}

‘Three children laughed loudly.’

The unaccusative verb ‘open’ in (5a) allows NQ that is separated from the associated noun phrase while the unergative ‘laugh’ in (5b) does not.\(^2\) This together with the passive example show that the NQ data from Japanese gives evidence for copies left by A-movement.

\(^2\)See later discussion that opens the possibility that (5b) may be grammatical under one interpretation.
One question that arises with the standard paradigm given in (2) above is the role of the predicate-internal subject position in the ungrammatical (2b), specifically, why doesn’t the copy of the external argument in the specifier of vP fulfill the locality requirement? At the time the observation was made that sentences like (2b) are ungrammatical (Haig 1970, Kuroda 1970), the theory did not include the notion of predicate-internal subject position, but if it this position indeed exists, we should see its effects with in the stranding constructions. In Miyagawa and Arikawa (2007), we argued that, in fact, the lower copy of the external argument does play a role in some of the counterexamples to strict locality. In this chapter, I will extend this analysis by showing that the lower copy of the external argument is visible in telic aspect.

3. Intransitive verbs

A number of linguists have noticed that stranding of an NQ is possible in a particular aspectual context, namely, the telic aspect, in which there is an endpoint to the event expressed. The first to note this is Tsujimura (1989) in her study of unaccusative mismatches (Dowty 1991, Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1989, 1995). She gives the following minimal pairs with the intransitive verbs ‘run’ and ‘swim’ (p. 269).

(6) a. ?*Gakusei-ga kodomo-to san-nin hasitta.
    student-NOM children-with 3-CL ran
    ‘Three students ran with the children.’

b. Gakusei-ga kooen-made san-nin hasitta.
    student-NOM park-as.far.as 3-CL ran

3See Levin and Rappaport Hovav (2005) for discussion of three types of telicity. In this chapter, I will not subdivide telicity into different types.
‘Three students ran to the park.’

(7) a. *Gakusei-ga kodomo-to inukaki-de san-nin oyoida.
    student-NOM children-with dog.paddling-by 3-CL swam
    ‘Three students swam with children by dog paddling.’
b. Gakusei-ga kisi-made inukaki-de san-nin oyoida.
    student-NOM shore-as.far.as dog.paddling-by 3-CL swam
    ‘Three students swam to the shore by dog paddling.’

As Tsujimura (1989: 269-270) notes, ‘run’ and ‘swim’ are typical unergative verbs, so that we would not expect them to allow stranding of NQ across PPs, which is what the (a) examples demonstrate, but, puzzlingly, not the (b) examples, which allow stranding. According to Tsujimura, the addition of the goal phrase in the (b) examples “adds a specification of inherent direction as well as an endpoint to the original meaning of the verb and makes the verb function like [an unaccusative] verb” (emphasis added).

Tsujimura, referring to the work of Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1989, 1994; see also Dowty 1991), observes that with the goal phrase, these intransitive verbs behave like unaccusative verbs with inherent direction such as arrive, come, go, depart, fall, return, and descend.

In a later work, Mihara (1998) makes a similar observation based on his counterexamples to locality such as the one given in (8a) below; I have also added a similar counterexample from Kuno and Takami (2003: 284) that demonstrates the same point.

(8) a. Gakusei-ga tosyokan-de go-nin benkyoosi-tei-ta.
    student-NOM library-at 5-CL study-PROG-PAST
‘Five students were studying at the library.’ (Mihara 1998: 89)

b. A: ‘Is this new magazine selling well?’

B: Ee, kesa-mo ga-kusei-san-ga

Yes this morning also students-NOM

[vp sore-o go-nin kat-te iki-masi-ta yo].

it-ACC 5-person buy-ing go-POLITE-PAST

‘Yes, this morning also, five students bought it.’

In noting the counterexamples to locality, Mihara makes the observation that stranding of an NQ requires the sentence to have aspectual delimitedness, which is similar to the observation made earlier by Tsujimura. Note that in the example given by Kuno and Takami, the verb contains the motion verb ‘go’, which naturally leads to a telic interpretation (see Miyagawa and Arikawa 2007 for discussion of this example from Kuno and Takami).

The following minimal pair demonstrates in a direct fashion the importance of aspectual interpretation for stranding of NQs.


friend-NOM 10-minutes 2-CL danced

‘Two friends danced for ten minutes.’

b. Tomodati-ga zyup-pun-no-uti-ni futa-ri odotta.

friend-NOM 10-minutes-in 2-CL danced

‘Two friends danced (a dance) in ten minutes.’

This is a classic test of aspect found in Vendler (1967) between activity (for ten minutes) and accomplishment (in ten minutes), the former without an end point that bounds the
event expressed, and the latter with such an endpoint. The judgment is crisp and clear: with the activity aspect, stranding of the FNQ is entirely ungrammatical while the accomplishment aspect makes it totally acceptable.\(^4\) There is nothing wrong with the meaning of the activity-aspect sentence in (9a), as shown by the fact that if the NQ is next to the subject, the example is perfectly fine.

(10) Tomodati-ga futa-ri zyup-pun odotta.
    friend-NOM 2-CL 10-minutes danced
    ‘Two friends danced for ten minutes.’

Furthermore, it has been noted that stranding of an NQ is ungrammatical with permanent/individual-level predicates (Harada 1976, Fukushima 1991, Nishigauchi and Uchibori 1991, Ohki 1987), an observation that coincides with the idea that stranding of NQs is limited to telic expressions. The following is taken from Mihara (1998: 110-111; see also Nakanishi 2008).

\(^4\)There are examples comparable to the ungrammatical (9a) that for some people are not so bad.

(i) (*)Tomodati-ga itizikan futa-ri odotta.
    friend-NOM for.1.hour 2-CL danced
    ‘Two friends danced for one hour.’

For those who accept this sentence, the interpretation is that for every hour, two friends danced. This is a telic interpretation, and the grammatical nature of it is predicted. To get this interpretation, ‘for one hour’ and the NQ must be pronounced as a prosodic unit. The following pseudocleft example shows the fact that the two comprise a phrase (thanks to Hiroki Maezawa for pointing this out).

(ii) Tomodati-ga odotta-no-wa itizikan futa-ri da.
    friend-NOM danced-NOMINALIZER-TOP for.1.hour 2-CL COP
    ‘It’s two each hour that friends danced.’

This example only has the interpretation that friends danced two at a time for each hour.’ In the ungrammatical (9a), combining ‘for ten minutes’ with the NQ is more difficult for reasons that I don’t understand.
(11) a. Uti-no doobutuen-de-wa kaba-ga mada san-too genki-da.
my zoo-at-TOP hippo-NOM still three-CL healthy
‘In my zoo, three hippos are still healthy.’

b. *Uti-no doobutuen-de-wa kaba-ga zannennakotoni san-too osu-da.
my zoo-at-TOP hippo-NOM unfortunately three-CL male
‘In my zoo, unfortunately, three hippos are male.’

Note that all of these examples involve a subject-oriented numeral quantifier that has been stranded. The pattern that emerges is that stranding of a subject-oriented numeral quantifier is possible in telic expressions. How can we account for this?
Whatever account we come up with will need to account for the unaccusative mismatch that Tsujimura observed — the addition of a goal phrase to an unergative construction leads to possible stranding of a NQ. Although one option is to follow Tsujimura in assuming that the argument structure changes with the addition of the goal phrase, there is a sense that the predicate and the participant in the event are basically the same with and without the goal phrase, and that the difference is in the aspectual interpretation of the event.

What I suggest is the following:

(12) Telicity and the external argument (TEA)

Once the external argument moves to Spec,TP, its lower copy in the predicate-internal subject position is visible under telic interpretation.

It has been noted in the literature (e.g., Miyagawa 2001) that the lower copy of the external argument is not visible in Japanese. However, what TEA states is that the copy becomes visible under telic aspect. The reason is not clear, and it is beyond the scope of
this chapter to try to come up with an account, particularly because the relationship between the external argument and argument structure is, with few exceptions, uncharted territory. There is a handful of works that makes observations related to this relationship between the subject and telicity; see, for example, Folli and Harley (2005), Rappaport Hovav and Levin (2005), and Rappaport Hovav (2008). Folli and Harley, for example, note a number of examples from English and Italian where there is a close link between the type of event in the verbal predicate and the type of external argument that is allowed, and often it is the aspect of the event that governs the type of the external argument that can occur.

TEA accounts for all of the examples noted above in which a subject-oriented NQ is successfully stranded; in the telic aspect, the lower copy of the subject meets the strict locality requirement. We can in fact “repair” the ungrammatical example from the standard paradigm noted by Kuroda (1970) and see TEA at work.

(13) a. *Gakusei-ga sake-o san-nin nonda.
    
    student-NOM sake-ACC 3-CLSUB drank

    ‘Three students drank sake.’

b. Gakusei-ga sake-o sudeni san-nin nonda.
    
    student-NOM sake-ACC already 3-CLSUB drank

    ‘Three students already drank sake.’

While most speakers I have consulted agree with the judgment that (13a) is degraded, (13b), which, because of the addition of ‘already’, gives a telic interpretation, is perfectly acceptable. This is true whether ‘already’ is placed before the verb or even the subject.
The account according to TEA is particularly important for the notion of predicate-internal subject position. Sportiche’s (1988) examples from English and French on floated quantifiers provided one of the strongest pieces of evidence for this notion. However, Bošković (2004) and Tada (1999), among others, argue that the position of the stranded quantifier in English (and also French for Bošković) is not the original position of the subject, but it is in a derived, non-θ drived position. If this is the case, we no longer have quantifier stranding as empirical evidence for one of the most important notions that distinguishes MP from GB. If our analysis of subject-oriented-NQ in terms of TEA is correct, Japanese provides independent evidence for the predicate-internal subject position.

In presenting support for NQ stranding based on TEA, I will take into account observations made in the literature that stranded NQ not only modifies the associated NQ, but it also interacts with the event structure of the verbal predicate. Fujita (1994) argues that an NQ in the NP(case)-NQ sequence (or the stranded type) modifies its host NP through modification of the verbal predicate. Likewise, Nakanishi (2004, 2007a, 2007b) presents a semantic approach in which the the stranded NQ quantifies over events denoted by the verbal predicate as well as over individuals denoted by the host NP. What I will present is a stranding approach that makes explicit how the numeral quantifier can quantify over individuals denoted by the NP, which accounts for the agreement between the type of associated NP being counted and the classifier on the NQ, and at the same time it is able to directly participate in the quatificational structure of telic events denoted by the verbal predicate.
3.1. Grammaticalizing t elicity

The analysis I will present for NQs in the NP(case)-NQ sequence and the stranded NQ is based on an extension of Borer’s (2005) work. Borer (2005) argues that the telic aspect is structurally represented by an aspectual head, which she calls Asp_Q, where Q stands for “quantity.” This “quantity” represents the notion that “telic events are quantities, in the sense that they involve quantification over event divisions” (p. 74) (Link 1983, 1987, Bach 1986, Krifka 1989, 1992; see also Tenny 1987, 1994, among others). In contrast, “atelic events are homogeneous” and do not involve a quantity aspectual head. In Borer’s system, if Asp_Q occurs, an XP that provides the ‘quantity’ is merged into the specifier of this head, and the XP then binds an operator position within an extended verbal projection.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Spec}^1 \\
\text{XP} \\
<e^1> \\
\text{VP} \\
\text{Verb}
\end{array}
\]

<e> is an open value that requires range assignment, and if bound by an XP with the property of quantity, it is given an appropriate range over event divisions. In an atelic event, there is no such structure (Borer sometimes assumes a nonce projection and at other times there is no such projection; I will assume the latter).

I will extract from Borer’s work the idea that telic events require a special aspectual head that has the property of quantity, and that there is no such aspectual head for atelic events. Contrary to Borer, I am going to assume the standard analysis that arguments are merged in the complement position of verbs and in the specifier of vP. The aspectual
head, if it occurs, is projected above vP where other aspectual types are also represented; the following demonstrates this for the head-final structure.

(15)

\[ \text{Asp}_Q^{\text{MAX}} \]
\[ \quad \text{Asp}_Q' \]
\[ \quad vP \]
\[ \quad \text{Asp}_Q \]

I will further assume that an XP in (14) — object in the most typical case — can move into the specifier of Asp$_Q$ in order to implement the telic interpretation, making the derived structure similar to Borer’s structure.

Let us again look at the minimal pair presented earlier.

    friend-NOM 10-minutes 2-CL danced
    ‘Two friends danced for ten minutes.’

b. Tomodati-ga zyup-pun-no-uti-ni futa-ri odotta.
    friend-NOM 10-minutes-in 2-CL danced
    ‘Two friends danced (a dance) in ten minutes.’

Beginning with the grammatical (16b) example, this sentence has a telic interpretation because of the adverb ‘in ten minutes’. The structure for this sentence is given below before and after the movement of the external argument.
The adverb “in ten minutes” gives the sentence the telic interpretation, hence it occurs in
the specifier of Asp\textsubscript{Q}.\textsuperscript{5} The external argument ‘friend’ moves to Spec,TP, leaving behind a

\textsuperscript{5} If we follow Borer (2005), the phrase 'in ten minutes' begins below AspQP, and moves
to Spec,AspQP, leaving behind a variable that the moved phrase binds to give the
required quantificational structure for telic interpretation.
copy in the predicate-internal subject position. Because this is in telic aspect, this lower copy is visible by TEA and able to fulfill the locality requirement with the stranded NQ.

In the ungrammatical activity example, (16a), the lower copy is not visible under TEA, hence the stranded NQ violates locality. If the subject NP and the NQ are moved together to Spec,TP, the NQ is local to its associate NP and the sentence is grammatical as expected.

(19) Tomodati-ga futa-ri zyup-pun odotta.
   friend-NOM 2-CL 10-minutes danced
   ‘Two children danced for an hour.’

3.2. Stranded NQ and modification of events

An interesting observation made by Fujita (1994) and Nakanishi (2004) is that a stranded NQ not only modifies the associated NP, but also the event represented by the verbal predicate. A particularly striking example is given by Nakanishi to demonstrate this (Nakanishi 2004: 67).

(20) a. Gakusei-ga kinoo san-nin Peter-o tatai-ta.
    student-NOM yesterday three-CL Peter-ACC hit-PAST
    ‘Three students hit Peter yesterday.’

6Nobuaki Nishioka has pointed out to me that the ungrammatical (16a) can be improved by adding a locative PP.

(i) ?Tomodati-ga butai-de zyup-pun futa-ri odotta.
   friend-NOM stage-on 10-minutes 2-CL danced
   ‘Two friends danced for ten minutes on the stage.’

I agree that this sentence is much better than (16a), although it isn’t clear why. It suggests that TEA, which states that the lower copy of the moved external argument is visible in telic aspect interpretation, needs to be expanded to other kinds of interpretations. I will keep this issue open.
Nakanishi’s point is that in (20a) the event of hitting (a semelfactive verb) can occur multiple times, for each of the three students, but in (20b) the event of killing Peter can only occur once, and the example is odd because the NQ ranges over multiple events that distribute over each of the three students. Nakanishi uses this interesting data to argue against the floating analysis of NQs (see also Nakanishi 2008), arguing that examples such as (b) suggest that the NQ is an adverb (see also Ishii 1999). This debate about the nature of NQs in Japanese is a debate that has taken place for floated quantifiers in general: on one side it is asserted that all floating quantifiers are of the floated kind (e.g., Cirillo 2009, Shlonsky 1991, Sportiche 1988) and on the other side, there are those who argue that floated quantifiers are either all adverbs or maybe either floated quantifiers or adverbs depending on the context (e.g., Bobaljik 1998, Doetjes 1997, Fitzpatrick 2006, Fukushima 1991, Ishii 1999, Nakanishi 2004, Sag 1978). For Japanese, Nakanishi’s example has been one of the most compelling pieces of empirical evidence given for the adverb analysis of “stranded” NQs (her analysis can be traced back to the work by Ishii 1999, whose work in turn owes insights from Kitagawa and Kuroda 1992).

But there is no reason to consider (20a/b) as counterexamples to a floating analysis of stranded NQs. Given that the verb ‘kill’ clearly defines a telic event, the structure contains $\text{Asp}_Q$. In (20b), the stranded NQ “two” c-commands the $\text{Asp}_Q P$, thereby modifying the event subdivision of $\text{Asp}_Q$ and giving the interpretation that there are two instances of the (subdivided) event. This accounts naturally not only for Nakanishi’s
(and Fujita’s) observations, but it also accounts easily for the fact that the NQ, by virtue of its classifier, is closely associated with the associate NP, something that the adverb approach to stranded NQ fails to account for.

There is one type of example that argues against Nakanishi-type adverb approach to “stranded” NQs, and at the same time, is consistent with the analysis we have presented.

(21) Gakusei-ga sakihodo san-nin teeburu-o motiageta.

student-NOM while.ago 3-CL table-ACC picked-up

‘A while ago, three students picked up a table.’

This sentence has both collective and distributed meaning, so that the students either together picked up a table or they each individually picked up a different table. The adverb analysis would only be consistent with the distributed meaning. But on the analysis we have presented, the NQ itself does not trigger event division; if the event itself is collective because of the nature of the predicate, as in (21) above, the NQ does not force a distributed meaning. This is why a collective interpretation is possible; the distributed meaning is simply an option that comes with the meaning of the verbal predicate.

3.3. Subjects and objects

We have so far dealt mostly with intransitive constructions. Let us now turn to transitive constructions to see how they fit into the kind of aspect structure that I have proposed by extending Borer’s (2005) work. I will assume that, contrary to Borer, even in a transitive construction, AspQ is merged above vP.
In a transitive construction, telicity is made possible by the object “measuring out” or “delimiting” the event (e.g., Tenny 1987, 1994). This means that, as Borer (2005) notes, the object, if it occurs, must occur in the specifier of Asp\textsubscript{Q}P. Unlike her approach, in which the object is merged directly into this position, I assume the structure in (22) above in which the object is merged as the complement of the verb as is usually assumed. Moreover, the object moves to the specifier of Asp\textsubscript{Q}, leading to a structure essentially identical to Borer’s original analysis, repeated below.

<e> is an open value that requires range assignment, and, on our analysis, it is created by moving the object to the specifier of Asp\textsubscript{Q}. One immediate issue to face is locality. In the structure above in (22), the closest XP to Asp\textsubscript{Q} is the subject, and not the object, although the object must move into the specifier of Asp\textsubscript{Q}. There are a number of ways to implement this. One possibility is that the agreement here is triggered by the feature
Quantity on the AspQ, which agrees with the same feature on the object. This allows non-objects such as a goal PP that has this feature to also enter into agreement and move into the specifier of AspQ. There are other possibilities such as Case, but I will not pursue them here.

Let us now see what happens with the object NP-NQ in which the NQ is stranded.

(24) Teeburu-o_i Taroo-ga ___i mit-tu fuita.
    table-ACC Taro-NOM 2-CL wiped

‘Taro cleaned three tables.’

Note that there are two possible positions for the stranded NQ, one in the original complement position of the object, the other in Spec, AspQ above vP. The latter possibility is due to the fact that the object NP-NQ moves to Spec, AspQ together, then the object NP moves higher, stranding the NQ.

(25) a. …. [AspQP ... [vP ... [VP ...NQ ...]]]...
    b. …. [AspQP ...NQ ... [vP ... [VP ... ]]...]

The first possibility is shown by the example below in which there is subject NQ stranding as well as object NQ stranding.

(26) Teeburu-o_i kodomo-ga_j sakki ___j futa-ri, ___i mit-tu fuita.
    table-ACC child-NOM a.while.ago 2-CL 3-CL wiped

‘Two children cleaned three tables a while ago.’
The stranded subject NQ, *futa-ri ‘2-CL’, is in Spec,vP, which means that the stranded object NQ *mit-tu ‘3-CL’ is in VP, arguably in the original complement position. The following shows that the object NQ may be stranded in Spec, AspQ.

(27) (?)Omotya-o _ kodomo-ga itizikan-no-uti-ni ___ i mit-tu, ___ i futa-ri kowasita.  
    toy-ACC  child-NOM  two.hours.in  3-CL  2-CL  broke  
    ‘Two children broke three toys in one hour.’

Because of the crossing nature of the example, the sentence is mildly awkward, but most speaker I consulted accepts it as a grammatical sentence. The object NQ *mit-tu ‘3-CL’ is arguably in Spec, AspQ, above the stranded subject NQ *futa-ri ‘2-CL’, which is in Spec,vP. Note that the judgment changes if the sentence is atelic.

(28) *Sigoto-o _ gakusei-ga kotosi ___ i mit-tu, ___ i futa-ri site-iru.  
    toy-ACC  child-NOM  this.year  3-CL  2-CL  do-ing  
    ‘Two students are working on 2 jobs this year.’

In this atelic example, there is no AspQ, hence there is no position above Spec,vP to strand the object NQ. The sentence improves considerably if it is made into a telic example with the insertion of ‘already’.

(29) Sigoto-o _ gakusei-ga kotosi ___ i mit-tu, ___ i sudeni futa-ri site-iru.  
    toy-ACC  child-NOM  this.year  3-CL  already  2-CL  do-ing  
    ‘Two students have worked on 2 jobs this year already.’

---

7Occurrence of two stranded NQs, as in this example, is, for some speakers, mildly awkward, although acceptable. Also, this example shows that in Japanese, it is possible to strand an NQ in a θ-position, contrary to the analysis in Bošković (2004).
3.4. On non-standard judgments

In Miyagawa and Arikawa (2007), we responded to a number of counterexamples to the standard paradigm, including examples such as those below in which the subject and its NQ are separated by the object.

(30) Gakusei-ga sake-o imamadeni san-nin nonda
student-NOM sake-ACC so far 3-CLCLAIM drank

‘Three students drank sake so far.’ (Gunji and Hasida 1998: 57)

(31) Gakusei-ga watasi-no hon-o futa-ri-sika kaw-anakat-ta
student-NOM my-GEN book-ACC 2-CLonly buy-not-past


One point that we note is that in these examples, the subject NQ is prosodically separated from the object, so that the NQ cannot mistakenly be construed with the object. What we argued is that these “non-standard judgment” examples are cases of double scrambling in which the object first scrambles above the subject, then the subject moves above the object, stranding its NQ. We adopted the EPP analysis in Miyagawa (2001) in which the object moves to Spec,TP, although this is not so crucial for present purposes.

(32) \[
\begin{array}{c}
[T_P \text{SUB} [T_P \text{OBJ} [v_P [T_{\text{SUB}} NQ_{\text{SUB}}] \ldots T_{\text{OBJ}} \ldots]]]
\end{array}
\]

Based on the approach in this chapter, it is necessary to add that this “double scrambling” which strands the subject NQ is only possible under a telic interpretation. This is shown below.
4. Copy of A-movement in the VP

We have seen that the copy of A-movement in Spec,\(v\)P is visible in telic aspect.

(34) Telicity and the external argument (TEA)

Once the external argument moves to Spec,TP, its lower copy in the predicate-internal subject position is visible under telic interpretation.

What about the copy of A-movement in VP that is found in passives and unaccusatives? Since TEA is a condition on the copy of A-movement in Spec,\(v\)P, we would not expect the copy inside VP to be subject to TEA or any other condition. We can see this in the passive example below.

(35) Kuruma-ga doroboo-ni sanzyuppun ni dai untens-are-ta.

cars-NOM thief-by 30.minutes 2-CL drive-PASS-PAST

‘Two cars were driven by thieves for thirty minutes.’

This is an atelic aspect example, as indicated by the temporal adverb ‘for thirty minutes’, yet the NQ stranding is possible, showing that the copy inside the VP is visible regardless of the kind of aspect that the sentence takes.
For unaccusatives, it is difficult, maybe impossible, to come up with an atelic example because unaccusatives by nature are telic given that they typically represent change of state of position. However, a simple way to show that the copy inside VP is visible in an atelic aspect are the following existential examples.

(36) a. Kodomo\textsubscript{1}-ga gakkoo-ni \_\_\_ i ru.

child-NOM school-at exist

‘Three children are at school.’

b. Hon\textsubscript{1}-ga teeburu-no-ue-ni \_\_\_ san-satu aru.

book-NOM table-on 3-CL exist

‘Three books are on the table.’

These are stative unaccusative predicates. As we saw earlier in (11), a transitive stative predicate does not allow the copy of A-movement to be visible in Spec,vP. The fact that these examples are perfectly grammatical again indicates that the copy of A-movement within VP is visible regardless of the type of aspect found in the expression. These stranding examples with the passive and the unaccusative uphold the idea that there is a sharp line to be drawn between passives and unaccusatives on the one hand and transitives and unergatives on the other, as I originally noted in Miyagawa (1989).

The one difference from my original analysis is that we now know that it is possible strand a subject-oriented NQ under the telic aspect. A relevant example from Tsujimura (1989) is repeated below.

(37) Gakusei\textsubscript{1}-ga kooen-made san-nin hasitta.

student-NOM park-as.far.as 3-CL ran

‘Three students ran to the park.’
The occurrence of the goal phrase ‘to the park’ furnishes an endpoint to the event, thereby making the aspect telic, and, by TEA, the copy of the external argument in Spec,vP is visible, allowing the stranding. There is, however, a fundamental difference between this external argument and an internal argument of the unaccusative. As indicated in Miyagawa (1989: 97-100) (see also Tsujimura 1990), a resultative phrase can only modify an internal argument (Simpson 1983).

(38) a. Taroo-ga sarao-o konagona-ni watta.

    Taro-NOM plate-ACC pieces broke

    ‘Taro broke the plate into pieces.’

b. Sara-ga konagona-ni wareta.

    plate-NOM pieces broke

    ‘The plate broke into pieces.’

In both, the resultative phrase ‘into pieces’ modifies an internal argument within the VP. In contrast, the following shows that the external argument of an unergative verb cannot be modified by a resultative phrase.

(39) Kodomo-ga ni-san-nin-no gurupu-de/*-ni hasitta.

    children-NOM 2-3-CL-GEN group-in/-into ran

    ‘The children ran in/*into two groups.’

We can see below that the Tsujimura-type example, which allows stranding, nevertheless disallows modification by a resultative phrase because what is visible is the copy of the external argument, not internal argument.

(40) *Gakusei-ga kooen-made kutakutani hasitta.

    student-NOM park-as.far.as tired ran
‘Students ran to the park becoming tired.’

5. Quantifier scope

Since Kuroda (1971), it has been widely assumed that Japanese is a scopally rigid language (see also Hoji 1985).

(41) Dareka-ga dono-sensei-mo kiratteiru.

someone-NOM every-teacher hates

‘Someone hates every teacher.’

Unlike its English counterpart, in the Japanese example in (41), the surface scope of a particular person who loves everyone is strongly preferred; for most speakers, the inverse scope is out of the question. This has become one of the defining characteristics of Japanese.

However, a closer look at the data shows that this characterization as a general property of the language is incorrect. There are examples in which native speakers have an easier time getting the inverse scope interpretation. Following are two such examples.

(42) a. (Gozi-kan-no-uti-ni) dareka-ga dono-mado-mo aketa.

5-hours-in someone-NOM every-window opened

‘Someone opened every widow (in five hours).’

b. (Nizi-kan-no-uti-ni) dareka-ga dono-omotya-mo kowasita.

2-hours-in someone-NOM every-toy broke

‘Someone broke every toy (in two hours).’
As we can see, these are clearly telic examples.\(^8\) Before turning to the analysis, the following minimal pair shows that telicity is what is at work to make not only inverse scope possible, but also event division.

(43) a. Dareka-ga sanzi-kan-de dono-yama-mo nobotta.
   someone-NOM 3-hours-in every-mountain climbed
   ‘Someone climbed everyone mountain in three hours.’
   Someone > every mountain, (?) every mountain > someone

b. ??Dareka-ga sanzi-kan dono-yama-mo nobotta.
   someone-NOM for.3-hours every-mountain climbed
   ‘Someone climbed everyone mountain for three hours.’
   someone > every mountain, *every mountain > someone

(36a) has two pragmatically appropriate interpretations: one is surface scope in which a specific person climbed each mountain in three hours, obviously at different times. The other is that for each of the mountains, there is a different person who climbed it in three hours. (36b) is odd in that it has only surface scope, and, due to the atelic nature of the aspect, there is no Asp\(_Q\) to allow quantification over event divisions, which makes the most prominent interpretation a single event in which someone climbed all the mountains in three hours, an unlikely state of affairs.

Finally, the following, pointed out to me by Toshiaki Inada and Hiroaki Tada, also demonstrates that telicity is relevant to scope relation.

(44) Dareka-ga dono-hon-mo yonde-iru.

\(^8\)A few speakers noted that as soon as they hear dareka ‘someone’ in the subject position, they immediately imagine a specific person, and for these speakers, inverse scope is not available. Most speakers I consulted were able to get the inverse scope.
The verbal inflection –*iru* can indicate progressive or resultative, the former representing activity and the latter, accomplishment. In the progressive interpretation, this sentence is unambiguous, with only the surface scope being possible, but with the resultative interpretation, the inverse scope becomes possible, although surface scope is preferred.

Why is it that inverse scope appears under the telic aspect? Let us begin by looking into how inverse scope is made possible in English. Johnson and Tomioka (1997) and Johnson (2000) argue that inverse scope in a sentence such as the following is possible thanks to the fact that the object quantifier ‘many of the questions on the exam’ takes scope over the copy of the subject in Spec,vP.

\[(45)\] Some student or other has answered many of the questions on the exam.

\[(46)\] [TP subject, [vP object, [vP ___i [vp V ___j]...]

In Johnson and Tomioka (1997), the reason why the object moves to vP is to correct type mismatch; in Johnson (2000) the movement of the object is covert scrambling. On either account, the analysis does not depend on the object undergoing QR to adjoin to TP, which is the classic analysis of inverse scope (May 1977). Johnson (2000) gives the following as evidence to show that it is the copy of the subject in Spec,vP that is operative in inverse scope. First, we are reminded that the indefinite *some* cannot scope under negation.

\[(47)\] I have not met some student. (some student > not)

Johnson then notes the following, which is the negative counterpart of the ambiguous sentence we saw in (45) above.
(48) Some student or other hasn’t answered many of the questions on the exam.

This example fails to have inverse scope in which ‘many…’ takes scope over the subject ‘some…’. We can understand this lack of inverse scope if negation keeps the subject indefinite some student or other from being interpreted in its original Spec, vP position. Without this copy available for interpretation, inverse scope becomes impossible, showing that it is the copy of the subject that enters into the calculation of inverse scope.

Returning to Japanese, the surprising availability of inverse scope in telic sentences finds explanation in our approach to stranding of NQs based on telicity, in a way that parallels the analysis of inverse scope in English just outlined. A telic example has the derived structure below.

(49) [TP someone, [ASPQ every window] [vP ___i [VP ___j V ]] …

The object ‘every window’ has moved to Spec, AspQ, and from this position, it c-commands the copy of the subject ‘someone’, which is visible due to TEA. Without AspQ, there is no reason for the object to move, and Japanese being a scrambling language, covert movement of the type Johnson (2000) notes for English is either not possible or strongly dispreferred (Miyagawa 2011). This is consistent with the observation Kuroda (1971) made that scope ambiguity in Japanese obtains under overt movement, in his case, scrambling, as shown below. Recall that the following is unambiguous.

(50) Dareka-ga dono-sensei-mo kiratteiru.

someone-NOM every-teacher hates

‘Someone hates every teacher.’
However, as Kuroda noted, scrambling the object quantifier across the subject quantifier leads to scope ambiguity.

(51) Dono-sensei-mo dareka-ga kiratteiru.
    every-teacher someone-NOM hates

   ‘Someone hates every teacher.’

In the case of the telic examples, the overt movement involves movement of the object (or some other appropriate quantifier) to Spec, AspQ from where it is able to c-command the copy of the subject quantifier.

5. Conclusion

I demonstrated that a subject NQ can be stranded only under the telic aspect. The counterexamples that have been given in the literature to the analysis in Miyagawa (1989) that requires strict locality between the NQ and its associate NP are, by and large, examples with telic interpretation. I suggested that the effect we are seeing with telicity is the fact that in this aspectual interpretation, the lower copy of the moved external argument is visible, and this lower copy fulfills the requirement of strict locality with the stranded NQ. We saw that this analysis can also account straightforwardly for the surprising cases of inverse scope relation in telic sentences.
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